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SUMMARY  
Inspect labels on press prior to, during, and after production to ensure labels meet  specifications. Operates rewind 
equipment to wind/unwind continuous lengths of paper material into rolls of specified 
width/quantity in accordance with company’s policies and procedures by performing the following duties. 

ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES include the following, but other duties may be assigned. 

Confers with press operators to inspect labels on press prior to, during, and after production to ensure labels meet 
material, foil, colors, graphics, and text specifications.

Verifies items all paperwork is accurate and completed.

Performs the appropriate verification tests as applicable. 

Winds/unwinds rolls of labels to specified length/count by properly slitting or splicing at appropriate intervals 
while performing final visual inspection. 

Ensures final products are comply with the company’s quality control standards. 

Remove all products and materials that fail to meet specifications.

EDUCATION/EXPERIENCE 
High school diploma or general education degree (GED); or 6 months of related experience and/or training; or 
equivalent combination of education and experience. 

QUALIFICATIONS 
To perform this job successfully, an individual must be able to perform each essential duty satisfactorily. The 
requirements listed below are representative of the knowledge, skill, and/or ability required. Reasonable 
accommodations may be made to enable individuals with disabilities to perform the essential functions. 

COMPUTER SKILLS 
Some computer skills with the ability to learn various software programs as needed. Current software usage 
requirements include MS-Office applications, e-mail, and the internet to complete company forms and to 
communicate inside the organization.



LANGUAGE SKILLS 
Ability to read, analyze and interpret technical procedures and company policies. Ability to write routine notes and 
memos to document and communicate relevant job information. Ability to effectively present information and 
respond to questions from groups of managers, co-workers and customers. Must be able to follow verbal and 
written instructions. Ability to speak, read and comprehend English with strong spelling and grammar skills. Must 
be able to effectively present information in one on one and small group situations.  

REASONING ABILITY  
Ability to define problems, collect data, establish facts, and draw valid conclusions.  Ability to interpret an 
extensive variety of technical instructions in mathematical or diagram form and deal with several abstract and 
concrete variables.      

OTHER SKILLS AND ABILITIES  
Must have the ability to work in a team-oriented environment assisting others as needed. 
Must have the ability to interact and get along with all levels of employees. 
Must be detailed oriented. 
Must be able to work overtime as needed and work well under pressure to meet deadlines. 
Strong organizational skills are needed to handle multiple tasks. 
Strong proofreading skills. 
Must have strong technical troubleshooting skills in a printing environment. 
Strong Mathematical skills to apply basic concepts of geometry and algebra.

PHYSICAL DEMANDS 
The physical demands described here are representative of those that must be met by an employee to successfully 
perform the essential functions of this job. Reasonable accommodations may be made to enable individuals with 
disabilities to perform the essential functions. 

While performing the duties of this job, the employee is regularly required to stand and walk to operate equipment; 
to listen to and verbally express or exchange detailed information to/from managers, customers, and co-workers. 
The employee is regularly requires to use hands and fingers to operate office machines, including but not limited 
to rewind table, pallet jack, forklift, a computer, copier and calculator; to handle labels and paper to feel texture; 
reach with hands, and arms, and stoop, kneel, and crouch. The employee must frequently lift and/or move more 
than 25 pounds of paper materials and rolls of labels and various other supplies in the production area. 

Specific vision abilities required by this job include close vision, peripheral vision and depth perception, and the 
ability to adjust focus to assess label material, quality and color matching. 

WORK ENVIRONMENT 
The work environment characteristics described here are representative of those an employee encounters while 
performing the essential functions of this job. Reasonable accommodations may be made to enable individuals 
with disabilities to perform the essential functions. 

While performing the duties of this job, the employee is regularly exposed to moving mechanical parts and fumes 
or airborne particles from inks and varnishes in the production area. The noise level can be loud and temperatures 
may range from 50 degrees to over 90 degrees in the production area. 




